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Cancel Procession in Czech Lands Through Wars, Occupations, Liberation 
by CPSGB’s Very Own Honorary Editor 

This introductory treatment of ‘Reichenberg’ and ‘Liberec’ cancellers and related matters, i.e., the fate of cancellers 

in Sudetenland and Bohemia & Moravia, was stimulated by Hans van Dooremalen’s discussion of the city which hosted 

the LIBEREC 2019 exhibition (this issue, 4/2019, pp. 29–30). The procession begins with ‘Reichenberg’ and eventually 

gets to ‘Liberec’. 

 

Figure 1 (left): ‘Reichenberg’ Austrian cancel on a 15 kr 

Austria 1863–64 Coat of Arms, perf. 9.5, used in 

Bohemia, politically situated within the Habsburg Empire. 

 

Figure 2 (right): ‘Reichenberg’ Austrian cancel on a 30 kr 

Austria 1890 Franz Josef portrait issue. Date: 27/7.[18]91. 

 

 

 

Figure 3 (left): ‘Reichenberg [2 or 3]’ 

Austrian cancel on a 1915 10 h + 2 h 

Austria semi-postal, dated 22.VIII. 

[19]16, during WWI. 

Figure 4 (right): ‘Reichenberg’ sur-

viving Austrian cancel on a new, indi-

genous Czechoslovak 5 h Hradčany, 

dated 29.V.[19]19, a half-year after the 

formation of Czechoslovakia. 

 
 

Figure 5 (left): ‘Reichenberg’ surviving Austrian 

cancel on a 30 h Hradčany, dated 6.IX.[19]19, 

nearly a year after Czechoslovakia’s birth. 

Figure 6 (right): ‘Liberec 1/Reichenberg 1’ new 

indigenous bilingual Czechoslovak cancel on a 20 

h Hradčany, dated 18.I.[19]21. This cancel-type, 

with ‘Č.S.P.’, may contain the first appearance of 

the name ‘Liberec’ in a canceller (see the top arc). 

But maybe not; this TPO is cancelled X.1920. 

 

 

Figure 7 (left): ‘Liberec 3/Reichenberg 3’ indigenous 

bilingual cancel on a Czechoslovak 5 h on 2 h 1926 

Newspaper stamp, dated 21.VI.[19]27.  

Figure 8 (right): ‘Liberec 3/Reichenberg 3’ cancel on 

a 1 Kč ‘K. H. Mácha’ stamp, dated 16.VI.[19]36. This 

cancel lacks (which was common) the ‘Č.S.P.’ seen 

in the cancels of Figures 6–7. For one more ‘Liberec 

3/Reichenberg 3’ cancel, see Barry Horne, 3/2009, 

p. 85. 

https://static.wixstatic.com/media/aca422_dfb4a2715232479582f33c645e32eedc~mv2.jpg/v1/fill/w_900,h_968/liberec%20tpo.jpg
http://www.czechout.org/journal/136.pdf#page=23
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Figure 9 (left): ‘[              ]/Reichenberg’ 

X.38 cancel on a pair of Hindenburg 

Heads, post-Munich (30 IX 1938) but not 

by much, and (right) the same type dated 

4.XI.38 (from Hartmut Liebermann). 

The Czech/German bilingual cancellers 

have suffered a speedy excision which 

removed ‘Liberec’. The town was in the 

Sudetenland, annexed into the German 

Reich. Another example, below, is a post-

card dated (verso) 10/10/38, a bilingual Krnov/Jägendorf 

canceller from which the Czech name in the top arc has 

been excised. This Moravia-Silesia town was also in the 

annexed Sudetenland. Many Czechoslovak Czech/ 

German bilinguals underwent this Czech-name excision 

procedure, in the same way Austrian German/Czech 

bilinguals employed earlier in the Czech lands underwent 

German-name excision after WWI. (See the ‘Appendix’, 

below, p. 29:IX, which discusses post-WWI excisions.) 

 Robert Lauer, a Czechout author (see this issue, pp. 

16–19, on Czech cancellers), a CPSGB member, and the 

Editor (not ‘Honorary’!) of The News of Hungarian 

Philately (US), filled in details about the procession of 

cancels. According to the Monografie, all Austrian cancellers used in this town were monolingual ‘Reichenberg’ 

cancellers, from the beginning and for a short while after Armistice, as ‘survivors’, and all interwar Czechoslovak 

cancellers were bilingual ‘Liberec/Reichenberg’. Robert thinks that the cancellers for the town during incorporation into 

the Reich had to be monolingual ‘Reichenberg’ cancellers, some newly-made replacements for the Figure 9 provisional 

cancellers. Examples: ‘REICHENBERG (SUDETENL)’, 1941 (left); two dated 12.2.1943 and 11.11.43 (the 3 pf is from 

Hartmut Liebermann); and (right) a ‘liberation’ Reichenberg rubber cancel, 8 OKT. 1938, Tony Moseley, 2/2010, p. 40. 

Robert also suggested that new Czechoslovak cancellers introduced well after WWII were monolingual ‘Liberec’. 

Johan Sevenhuijsen provided two late examples from 1971 and 1989 (below, right). The only ways, according to 

Robert, a monolingual ‘Liberec’ canceller would have existed right after liberation was if an old interwar bilingual 

Czech/German canceller had been preserved and 'Reichenberg' was removed from the bottom arc, reversing the pattern 

of the Figure 9 cancels (above; I have seen none of these) – or if other provisional cancellers were quickly fashioned. 

One example of the latter (below, left), dated 2.X.1945, was shown by Richard Wheatley (4/2016, p. 19). The earlier 

example (on a stampless cover; there were no new stamps), dated 10.VII.1945, was supplied by Hartmut Liebermann. 

http://www.czechout.org/journal/139.pdf#page=10
http://www.czechout.org/journal/165.pdf#page=19
http://www.czechout.org/journal/175.pdf#page=18
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Because we are now studying the Sudetenland, the items discussed next are relevant to the general question of the 

procession of cancellers in this area. The first (above) is a cover, missing two stamps, sent from Ústí nad Labem to Mrs. 

Richard Nickel, Chicago, USA. The posting date is 13.9.45, but the German canceller is otherwise ‘dumb’, having no 

town name. (Why here? See the last main paragraph.) The receiving strikes tell us that it arrived in New York and then 

Chicago on September 21 and 22, 1945, a trip of 8–9 days across the Atlantic to its destination. The return address, 

verso, is a handwritten ‘Ústí n. L.’ in ‘Č.S.R’ – politically up to date, eschewing ‘Aussig, Germany’. The recto confirms 

the address only through two crude handstamps of a smudged ‘Ústí …’, once at the cover’s top left and once on the 

registration label. ‘Aussig’ has been crossed out on the label. ‘Mit Luftpost’ has also been crossed out on the trilingual 

airmail etiquette. These alterations are a rudimentary ‘re-nationalisation of the post’, which succeeds finally only when 

new cancellers bearing ‘Ústí nad Labem’ are made. (I have found Magyar words crossed out on labels used in the ‘lost 

territories’ of the Kingdom of Hungary after WWI. See the registration label underneath the ‘R Ústí’ label, above.) 

The second example (below, left) is a cutting whose stamps are postmarked ‘Tisá’ (German: Tissa, Tyssa). The provi-

sional canceller used contains the town name but only the year ‘1945’ in the date line. Receiving strikes on the entire 

may have revealed the day and month. An example of the same sort of cancel, a ‘Liberec 3’, is shown below, right (from 

Hartmut Liebermann). The first purely ‘Liberec’ cancellers in Czech postal history are a varied group of provisionals. 

http://www.austrianphilately.com/dumbcancels/index.htm
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The third example (above) resolves the date differently and illustrates other re-nationalising improvements. It, too, 

is postmarked by a Tisá provisional. The canceller’s date line is empty, but a straight-line date made by a handstamp is 

‘8 břez 1946’ (March). The receiving strikes, verso, indicate that the cover arrived in New York and Chicago on March 

17 and 18, 1946. The date on a ‘Praha 7’ transit strike (there are two; the one on the right is clear) is 9.III.46. The 

registration label is entirely Czech (there is no German begging to be crossed out) and the airmail etiquette is a German-

less bilingual. These items may have been newly-printed in the move toward postal re-nationalisation or, perhaps, are 

postal apparatus preserved and remaining from the interwar period (such things happened). Although the German has 

been formally eliminated, the language is retained in the linguistic habits of the sender: the addressee ‘M. Richard 

Nickel’ is introduced recto by ‘An’ (‘to’) and the verso return address is preceded by ‘Abs.’ (abbreviation of absender, 

‘sender’). The street name ‘Neuhof’ in the return address is German. 

We have now inspected two covers sent to the Nickel clan on State Street in 

Chicago, one from Ústí nad Labem, one from Tisá. I have a third cover sent to 

Mr. Richard Nickel in Chicago from Mšené u Budyně nad Ohří (cancel) or 

Mšené-Lazně u Budyně (handwritten return address, verso), dated 19.IV.1946. 

This cover bears a circular mark (right; Bohemian Lion surrounded by ‘Národní 

výbor Radošín’ [National Committee Radošín]) which wants research. I im-

plore our in-house MI5 agent Roger Morrell to investigate the Nickel family, 

as he did Jan Rudiš-Jičínský, who also lived in Chicago (3/2019, pp. 13–17). 

Patterns similar to the provisional arrangements in these examples have been 

displayed for three Liberec cancels, above. Three more Liberec cancels, from 

Hartmut Liebermann, are shown below. In this procession, Liberec cancels are 

beginning to look “normal”. 

https://hungarianphilately.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/Vol50No1.pdf#page=26
http://www.czechout.org/journal/176.pdf#page=13
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Left: Early Czech Liberec 1 provisional, 3.VIII.1945; no stamps available yet. Centre: German Sudetenland cancel, ‘Liberec’ 

has been inserted to replace the removed ‘Reichenberg’; Right: Newly-issued ‘Liberec 1’ canceller, dated 6.II.1946. 

The canceller procession in Bohemia & Moravia differs from that in the Sudetenland of Reichenberg (Liberec). In 

the latter, whose post offices were supplied with German Reich stamps, bilingual cancellers would have served no 

purpose, because the land had been annexed, incorporated into Germany – it became geopolitically German, non-Czech, 

territory. The cancellers, monolingually German, reflected this fact; see the ‘Reichenberg’ cancels, above (p. 29:II). 

Bohemia & Moravia, while occupied by the Reich, issued its own stamps. The ‘country’ name was inscribed in both 

German and Czech. All Protectorate towns, I have been told by various correspondents, had at some time bilingual can-

cellers, German at the top, Czech at the bottom (reversing the interwar order). After the war, German town names were 

excised in the making of provisional cancellers, a step toward re-nationalisation of the post. 

Hence, shown next is an early Protectorate German/Czech bilingual cancel on a ‘Brünn/Brno’ stamp inscribed ‘Böh-

men und Mähren/Čechy a Morava’, cover sent from Kuttenberg/Kutná Hora to Kolín (both Bohemia), dated 23.XII.40. 

Also shown is a single Bohemia & Moravia stamp (SG 34) depicting 

smokestacks (3/2019, pp. 18–19) in Mährisch Ostrau/Moravská Ostrava, 

cancelled 26.IX.41 by a German/Czech bilingual ‘Budweis 3/České 

Budějovice 3’. (This factory is well before the Gottwald foundry.) 

 

These examples are followed, logically, by covers – I display three – which show what happened to bilingual Bohe-

mia & Moravia Protectorate cancellations after liberation: specifically regarding provisional cancellers, German town 

names were excised from the top arc. (Again, compare with the post-WWI excision of German names as discussed in 

the ‘Appendix’.) The first example is a cover, below, dated 12.IX.46, sent to Vienna from the Josefov quarter in Prague. 

Not only has the German town name ‘Josefstadt’ been removed from the cancel, but the German name has been 

obliterated on the registration label; the name can be barely seen through the black ink. The cover has an Austrian censor 

mark. (Another Josefov cancel is shown on p. 29:IX, below.) 

http://www.czechout.org/journal/176.pdf#page=18
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 The second example (below) is a cover dated 14.XI.45 and sent from Jičín (Bohemia) to Nijmegen ‘Holland’. The 

German town name ‘Titschein’ has been excised from the canceller’s top arc. The red mark ‘Tiskopis’ means ‘printed 

matter’. In the return address, upper left recto, we find ‘Tchécoslovaquie,’ which is the French spelling of ‘Česko-

slovensko’. This detail suggests that the modest ‘R-Club’ stationery of Monsieur Vilém Nesler – apparently a teacher 

and philatelist – was composed deliberately for international travel. (‘To Holland, infinity and beyond’.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The third example is a Moravian cover (below). Dated 29.V.46, it was sent from Zlín 2 to another resident of Chicago. 

The verso strikes indicate that it arrived in New York and then Chicago on the 8th and the 14th of June. I do not know 

whether the total applied franking is exactly right for a Transatlantic registered/airmail letter (of what weight?), although 

the ‘St George and the Dragon’ imperforated sheetlet (SG 468a) makes for an attractive cover. The German spelling of 

the town name ‘Zlin’ has been excised, leaving an empty space in the top arc of the cancel. A noble attempt has been 

made to obliterate also the spelling on the registration label; it can still be discerned underneath the blob of ink. 

Zlín, however, was not able to rejoice for very long in the local re-nationalisation of the post, for in a few years ‘Zlín’ 

cancellers were replaced by ‘Gottwaldov’ cancellers, which reflected the 1949 change in town name. Shown is a single 

Antonín Dvořák stamp (SG 637) cancelled ‘Gottwaldov 2’ on 13.VII.51. Klement Gottwald (as the [apocryphal?] story 

https://static.wixstatic.com/media/aca422_0cf1f4a412d94794a1169f869a5ad213~mv2.jpg/v1/fill/w_1129,h_267/R-Club.jpg
https://jicinsky.denik.cz/zpravy_region/vzpominani-vilema-hofmana-na-skolni-leta-20151117.html
https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&sl=cs&u=https://jicinsky.denik.cz/zpravy_region/vzpominani-vilema-hofmana-na-skolni-leta-20151117.html&prev=search
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goes) suffered from heart disease caused by syphilis. As a result, soon after Stalin's funeral on 9 March 1953 (a coin-

cidence?), an artery burst and he died on 14 March 1953 (Wikipedia). The ‘Cult of Gottwald’ continued, as shown by 

the 1960 basketball stamp (SG 1135) cancelled ‘Gottwaldov 2’ on 16.IX.60. The name ‘Zlín’ was regained in 1990.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

 

In contrast to Bohemia & Moravia cancellers, Sudetenland cancellers were monolingually German and were applied 

to German stamps. Shown, below, is a ‘Willomitz’ cancel dated 13.11.39 on a cover sent to Bratislava in the Slovak 

State. The printed return address is ‘Sudetengau, Deutches Reich’ and the franking, a strip of four Hindenburgs and a 

‘Winter Help’ semi-postal which depicts Drachenfels in Siebengebirge, is German. The cover contains, as intended, 

nothing Czech, no sign of Czech history or heritage (even if Burg Drachenfels reminded me for a nanosecond of Trosky 

Castle in Český ráj). Indeed, the month in the date line is rendered in Arabic numerals (German format), not in Roman 

(Czech). An interesting postal history point is revealed by this Sudetenland vs. Bohemia & Moravia contrast. If Bohemia 

& Moravia bilingual cancellers were altered, after liberation, by excising German town names, thereby leaving an empty 

space in the cancel’s top arc and a Czech name in the bottom, how were Sudetenland monolingual cancellers altered for 

re-nationalisation? One answer is that German town names were excised, which left no names at all on resulting ‘dumb’ 

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/f/f0/TroskyCastle.JPG/1280px-TroskyCastle.JPG
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cancellers. As we learnt in maths, 2 – 1 = 1 but 1 – 1 = 0. Imagine what the Sudetenland ‘Willomitz’ cancel would look 

like were the German name missing. Compare that vision to the cancels on the first ‘Nickel’ cover. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

However, some cancellers used in Bohemia & Moravia were German monolingual. In such cases, excision of the 

German name from the top arc also produced dumb cancellers without any town name. A beautiful example was 

provided by Hartmut Liebermann. Below, left: a Budweis German monolingual cancel from a stampless cover dated 

21.V.45. (This cancel was not an interwar ‘survivor’ but a wartime monolingual.) Below, right: ‘Budweis’ has been 

excised, leaving a nameless cancel. The handstamp on this stampless cover, ‘České Budějovice’, indicates that the cancel 

had indeed been applied in ‘ex-Budweis’ – a few weeks later, on 8.VI.45. Notice in both cancels the presence of three stars, 

which are absent from the nameless ‘ex-Aussig’ (Ústí nad Labem) cancel shown just above. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Other Bohemia & Moravia cancellers were Czech monolingual, at least in the early 

months or so of the Protectorate. An example is shown left, on a Bohemia & Moravia 

‘Olmütz/ Olomouc’ stamp. The name on the cancel is the Czech ‘Třebíč’; the German 

name ‘Trebitsch’ is nowhere to be found. The cancel is dated 12.IV.40, a year into the 

Protectorate’s existence. It has been suggested to me, by both Robert Lauer and Hartmut 

Liebemann, that this cancel is an interwar survivor. Given my studies of Hungarian sur-

vivors, I should have recognized it as such. But the cancel was, for me, unexpected, for 

it shows that the Reich was reduced to using leftovers. (Like Thanksgiving turkey.) 

Right, above: ‘Aussig’ monolingual cancel defaced, leaving no town names. The image is from the first ‘Nickel’ 

cover, top, p. 29:III. There are no stars in either the Willomitz or ex-Aussig cancel. 
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APPENDIX 

On the removal of German town names from pre-WWI bilingual German/Czech cancellers, see Zdenék Kvasnička, 

‘Austro-Hungarian Postmarks Used in Czechoslovakia’, Czechoslovak Specialist XV, No. 9 (November 1953), pp. 139–

139, at p. 139: ‘On Nov. 17, 1918, the Director of Posts in Praha issued order No. 2816 . . . regarding the nationalization 

of postmarks, which reads as follows: “By decision of the Director General of Posts and Telegraphs, no changes of the 

cancelling stamps are allowed, other than the removal of the Austrian eagle and the initials C.K. or K.K., and that it is 

done in such a manner that the cancelling stamp is not injured”.’ Kvasnička straightaway points out that the order was 

regularly disobeyed: ‘At some places the German names were cut out immediately after liberation, in other places, later, 

and all according to their taste. The simplest was cutting out the German name, leaving half the postmark blank’. See 

also Karel Všetečka, ‘Postal Cancellations and the Language Question in the Czech Lands’, Czechoslovak Specialist 

XXXI, No. 291 (March 1969), pp. 33–37, at p. 36: ‘Against their [the ‘Czech authorities’] expressed orders, many 

bilingual cancels were locally “nationalized” with their German names mechanically removed or simply blacked out’. 

My own treatment of the matter, with a multitude of illustrations, is ‘Obliterations and Their Absence: Elaborations, 

Emendations, Extensions (Part 4)’, The News of Hungarian Philately 41:4 (October–December, 2010), pp. 3–24. For more 

on this topic, see an article by Johan Sevenhuijsen, 3/2015, pp. 17–18. 

Two examples: (I) Austrian surviving cancel (below, left) which had been the bilingual ‘Josefstadt/Josefov’. This 

German-excised cancel is on a 25 h Hradčany indicium from a postal stationery envelope (thin paper, not card stock) 

and dated 30.IV.19. In the text, above (top, p. 29:VI), you’ll find another Josefov cancel from which the German was 

excised. Cancel (I) here occurred after the liberation of Bohemia from Austria; the other ‘Josefov’ occurred after the 

liberation of Prague when the Protectorate collapsed. Josefov had been the Jewish Quarter, or ghetto, of Prague. Ac-

cording to Wikipedia, Franz Kafka (2/2019, p. 26) was born in Josefov. I wonder who and how many people lived in 

Josefov post-liberation. 

(II) A 5-line Austrian surviving cancel (below, right) from which the German ‘Brünn’ has been excised, leaving the 

Czech ‘Brno’ in the bottom arc, dated 18/6 [19]19 on a 40 h Hradčany. It seems to my romantic flyspeck eye that there 

are ‘ghosts’ (see ‘Afterthought 5’, this issue, p. 28) of the excised town name, some of which may be (or not) the umlaut 

remaining from the ‘Ü’. In both (I) and (II), the German town name has been excised, while in the Figure 9 cancels (top, 

p. 29:II), the Czech has been excised. 

In the period 1918–1945, chiselers and their chisels had plenty of metal to work over in the post offices of the Czech 

lands—and elsewhere. 

      (I)           (II) 
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